
Movian - Bug #732
Subtitle position.
10/01/2011 08:58 PM - Baye Baye

Status: Fixed Start date: 10/01/2011
Priority: Immediate Due date: 10/01/2011
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 1.00 hour
Target version: 3.4
Found in version: 3.3.63.g1b3c7.dirty Platform: PS3
Description

The subtitles are really low since this version. Nearly outside the screen on the bottom. I don't like to have them on the video frame
neither.
Also if you go to options you can't select Force subtitles to reside on video frame, ik jumps over this option. You also can't select the
menu item subtitle position.

Associated revisions
Revision f55dcdd6 - 10/05/2011 09:21 PM - Andreas Smas

Fix broken bottom padding of text based subtitles (SRT, etc)

Fixes #732

History
#1 - 10/02/2011 08:10 AM - Kenn S

Please don't change the subtitle position. The previous position has been perfect.

#2 - 10/02/2011 11:47 AM - Baye Baye

I don't call allmost outside the screen perfect. In 3.0 it was almost perfect, now it's just bad. It's nearly outside the screen.

#3 - 10/03/2011 10:12 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Target version changed from 3.3 to 3.4

Ok, this is a regression because i had to fix some other bugs.

What subtitle format is this?

#4 - 10/03/2011 02:13 PM - Baye Baye

This is with every SRT subtitle I play. I have the video zoom option set to 94% so the screen fit's correctly. Maybe this has not been taken into
account? I didn't have any problems with the last official release.
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#5 - 10/05/2011 09:22 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:f55dcdd684110bb17fb99621aa32b401baede439.

#6 - 10/05/2011 09:22 PM - Andreas Smas

So this was a regression when fixing another bug (#726). Sorry about that.
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